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Abstract: Different standard methods for the assessment of the thermal performance of the building
envelope are used: analogy with coeval building, theoretical method, heat flow meter measurement,
simple hot box, infrared thermography, and thermometric method. Review papers on these methods,
applied in situ and in laboratory, have been published, focusing on theory, equipment, metrological
performance, test conditions and data acquisition, data analysis, benefits, and limitations. However,
steps forward have been done and not been deepened in previous works: in fact, the representative
points method and the weighted area method have been proposed, too, whilst artificial intelligence
and data-driven methods have begun to prove the reliability also in the U-value prevision using
available datasets. Considering this context, this work aims at updating the literature background
considering exclusively in situ methods. The work starts from bibliometric and scientometric analysis
not previously conducted: this helped to group the methods and to sketch the innovations and
the future perspectives. Indeed, from the bibliometric and scientometric literature analysis what
emerged was (i) the richness of the background on this topic, especially in the recent years, (ii) two
macro-groups (methods with and without measurements), and (iii) the importance of paper keywords
(otherwise, interesting papers are eluded by the output of simple database queries). The method
study that followed aims at providing (i) a broader view of the thermal transmittance (U-value)
assessment procedures, including the utmost recent applications, proposal, and outlooks in this
field, (ii) the understanding on the fundamental theories of the techniques, (iii) practical advice for
building-envelope assessment, focusing on the advantages and limitations useful for professionals
and researchers involved in the energy audit, conservation, or refurbishment of building stock,
(iv) the identification of the interconnection between the techniques that often rely on one another,
and (v) final remarks and future perspective of the procedures, which embrace the use of artificial
intelligence (AI). From the topic analysis, as a result, it emerged that this is an open field for future
research, especially with the implementation of AI, which requires good datasets and trials on the
models’ architectures, in terms of input layer, number of hidden layer and neurons, and percentage
of data to be employed for model training and testing.

Keywords: thermal transmittance (U-value); building envelope; inverse method; heat flow meter
measurement (HFM); quantitative infrared thermography (QIRT); thermometric method (THM);
representative point method (RPM); weighted area method (WAM); artificial intelligence (AI);
artificial neural network (ANN); bibliometric analysis; scientometric analysis

1. Introduction

The building sector needs to promote and accelerate the reduction in emissions and
energy consumption. In fact, in 2021, the operation of buildings has been responsible for
27% of total energy-sector emissions (which include buildings, energy combustion, and
industrial processes) and for 30% of global final energy consumption [1]. Big efforts are
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needed to accomplish the objectives agreed to around international tables. Attention is now
devoted to zero-carbon-ready buildings that are characterized by high energy efficiency
and that «( . . . ) either use renewable energy directly, or rely on a source of energy supply that can
be fully decarbonized, such as electricity or district energy. The zero-carbon-ready concept include
both operational and embodied emissions» [1].

In parallel, it is possible to configure the net-zero scenario, which settles some am-
bitious goals for 2030 [1]: energy consumption reduction (by 25% compared to today),
fossil fuel use reduction (by more than 40%), and the phase-out of traditional biomass
use. This can be pursued by acting on different sides: (i) improving building envelopes
to reduce thermal energy need; (ii) choosing efficient appliances, lamps, and air condi-
tioners; (iii) preferring efficient and clean technologies, such as heat pumps or district
energy; and (iv) increasing building flexibility. These aspects are based on the knowledge,
characterization, and quantification of the building energy losses. This can be achieved
with a building energy audit, a procedure for assessing the energy-related inefficiencies
of the envelope and heating systems [2]. This procedure aims at identifying and quanti-
fying possible energy savings by hypothesizing suitable interventions that are analyzed
under the cost–benefit light, also considering their payback time. This is a key point for
the estimation of energy consumption and, then, of energy retrofitting measures and, in
turn, of the energy and money savings. Toward this aim, the proper knowledge of the
building features and characteristics is crucial. These can be briefly defined by the thermal
transmittance (also called U-value) that expresses the ability of a component to transmit
heat under steady-state conditions [3]. Specifically, the U-value (W/m2 K) defines the
quantity of heat that flows in a unit time through a unit area of the component per unit
difference in temperature occurring between the two sides [4]. The assessment of U-values
(or its reciprocal, the thermal resistance, also called R-value) in building elements can be
carried out with different calculation or measurement procedures, and it is fundamental
for having a reliable evaluation of the thermal behavior of a building.

An extensive study of widely used techniques was made in 2019 by [5], where each
method for the U-value assessment of walls has been deeply studied and discussed con-
sidering (i) theory, (ii) equipment, (iii) metrological performance, test conditions, and data
acquisition, and (iv) data analysis, and finally the benefits and limitations of the differ-
ent methods have been grouped. In the same year, another study [6] compared current
approaches for in situ measurement of the U-value of walls. The work evaluates (i) the
advantages and disadvantages of each method, (ii) limitations, (iii) reported deviations,
and (iv) measurement procedure. Two macro-groups were found: methods that use the
heat flow meter and those that do not. A recent work on the evaluation of the U-value
of windows [7] analyzes experimental methods for their assessment, focusing on (i) lab-
oratory and in situ procedures, (ii) investigated part of the window, (iii) data analysis,
(iv) equipment, (v) measurement lasting, and (vi) pros and cons.

Despite the availability of studies on the U-value assessment of walls and windows, a
contemporary study that (i) refers to in-situ techniques, (ii) analyzes the scientific literature
on the research field (that is, thermal performance assessment) from the bibliometric and
scientometric point of view, (iii) is updated on the most recent techniques for the U-value
and R-value assessment, (iv) highlights the possibilities for both the opaque and transparent
building envelope, (v) discusses both standard and innovative procedures, the outlooks
given by artificial intelligence (AI), (vi) highlights the pros and cons of the techniques, and
(vii) identifies the connections between the techniques is still missing.

2. Aims and Methods

This study aims at showing a completed, critical, and updated overview of the pro-
cedure for the assessment of the U-value of the building envelope directly in situ, hence
excluding what concerns laboratory measurement. This paper contributes to the following
specific aims:
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• Providing a comprehensive review and classification of the techniques for the U-value
measurement.

• Updating previous review studies, including some recent works that propose new
methods.

• Highlighting the prospective that AI and the data-driven method currently open for
the U-value retrieval or assessment.

• Visualizing the linking between the methods.

Short references to their theoretical bases are given for each method, but the main core
is to highlight the pros and cons of each method, also discussing the most recent methods
available in the literature that are not included in previous studies. Besides, challenges and
practical advice are provided from the literature and direct experiences. Moreover, future
steps and perspectives of all the techniques are discussed. Indeed, the ever-increasing
employment of AI can lead to unprecedented results, also, in the U-value assessment.
Finally, the linking between the techniques is also highlighted and discussed: in fact, for the
definition of some parameters, probes’ locations, or measurement deployment, methods
often rely on one another.

The novelty of this research concerns: (i) the presence of a deep literature review
based on bibliometric and scientometric techniques for rationalizing the selection and the
mapping of scientific studies; (ii) an updated analysis of the literature compared to previous
research; (iii) a definition of practical advice to help surveyors and designers in the energy
audit of buildings based both on literature suggestions and personal experiences; (iv) a
discussion of the theoretical basis of each procedure to help the readers in understanding
the building physics principles; (v) the explication of the connection among different tech-
niques; and (vi) a description of innovative techniques and future perspectives, especially
connected to the use of AI.

The research methodology (Figure 1) is divided into three steps:

• Bibliometric and scientometric analysis of the topic based on the Scopus database,
which helped in query definition and refinement. Results have been analyzed and
displayed by using statistical analysis and science mapping (Section 3).

• Detailed and critical discussion of the topic, with a deeper description of the most
relevant studies in the literature on both widely used and innovative techniques
(Section 4).

• Identification of future perspectives (Section 4).

According to the results of the bibliometric analysis, in situ assessment procedures
have been divided into widely used and innovative techniques. Widely used techniques
are grouped in estimation (analogy with coeval buildings and theoretical method) and
measurement (heat flux meter (HFM) measurement, simple hot box, quantitative infrared
thermography (QIRT), and the thermometric method). Innovative methods are composed
by the representative points method (RPM) and weighted area method (WAM). Finally,
future perspectives were sketched out by a deep reading of the studies, identifying the new
possibilities offered by AI.
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3. Bibliometric and Scientometric Analysis

The Scopus database was selected for the bibliometric analysis, since its spectrum of
publication has 20% more coverage than the Web of Science [8,9], guaranteeing a more
complete overview of the studies. Google Scholar and ResearchGate were excluded for
the low accuracy of the citation analysis that presents overlapped papers and citation
records [8]. The bibliometric and the scientometric analysis allowed the retrieval of:

• Number of studies.
• Evolution of the studies during time.
• Geographic provenience and distribution of the publications.
• Authors.
• Indexed keywords.

First, statistical analysis illustrated time evolution, geographic distribution, and disci-
plinary fields of the publications (Section 3.1). Furthermore, authors and indexed keywords
have been evaluated by the scientometric analysis to cluster bibliometric networks and to
visualize data patterns (Section 3.2). This study was conducted using VOS viewer 1.6.19,
the most widely open-source software for science mapping [10].

3.1. Bibliometric Analysis

To conduct the bibliometric analysis, different queries were introduced in the Sco-
pus database considering the entire publication period. First, only thermal performance
keywords have been considered (step 1), and then the combination between thermal per-
formance and procedure keywords has been applied (step 2). The literature was searched
in the Scopus database using the terms and Boolean operators shown below (Table 1): the
resulting number of publications is, hence, due to the listed queries.
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Table 1. Queries used and number of publications obtained for the topic “thermal transmittance
assessment of building*” (source: authors’ elaboration, 16 March 2023).

Query Number of Publications

TITLE-ABS-KEY: “building” * AND “U-value” * OR “R-value” * 1743

TITLE-ABS-KEY: “building” * AND KEY: “U-value” * OR “R-value” * 483

KEY: “building” * AND “U-value” * OR “R-value” * 361

TITLE-ABS-KEY = title, abstract, KEY = keywords; * = singular and plural; � = selected query.

The publications found considering TITLE-ABS-KEY were not focused on the U-value
and R-value assessment of building elements. On the contrary, the ones based only on
keywords (KEY) concerned specifically the research topic, but more appropriate results
were found using TITLE-ABS-KEY for “building*” and KEY for the technical keywords
(“U-value*” and “R-value*”). Similarly, the number of publications was high using OR
instead of AND, with many publications out of the research scope. The incorporation of
other keywords such as “thermal performance*” or “wall*” significantly increased the sample,
producing wider results not directly linked to the research queries (2,879,294 documents).
According to this literature retrieval and selection, 483 publications have been extracted
from the Scopus database for the query “U-value and R-value assessment of building*”. The
statistical analysis was conducted from the data extracted by the Scopus database using
Excel to illustrate the time and spatial distribution of the documents. The first document
was published in 1981. Since then, the number of published papers significantly increased
during the years, reaching almost 50 papers in both 2021 and 2022. From 2009, the literature
on this topic experienced a quite exponential growth (Figure 2).
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The United States (n. 76) and the United Kingdom (n. 63) are the most active, followed
by Canada (n. 31), China (n. 26), Italy (n. 26), Saudi Arabia (n. 24), Spain (n. 24), India
(n. 23), and South Korea (n. 23). Studies on this topic are published more or less in each
country, despite Europe and Asia being the most active continents (Figure 3).
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3.2. Scientometric Analysis

These publications were deeper analyzed by the science mapping technique with VOS
viewer 1.6.19 to cluster authors and the co-occurrence network of keywords. First, authors
were mapped to understand the most active researchers in this field. A co-authorship
network adopting 2 minimum documents per author individuated 64 authors, with 1 author
with 13 publications (H.N. Saber), 1 with 10 publications (E. Cuce), 1 with 8 publications
(S.A. Al Sanea), and 4 with 7 publications (M Casal, A Ghosh, M Karti, and M.F. Zedan)
(Figure 4).
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Then, indexed keywords were mapped to identify the hot topics and trends of the
research theme. The co-occurrence network of keywords showed a total of 9665 terms and
213 co-occurrences. Colors identify the clusters of keywords, while the popularity of a
keyword is indicated by its size. The proximity of keywords is interpreted as an indication
of their similarity. Three clusters of research were automatically distinguished (filtering
with a minimum occurrence of 10 times), and they can be referred to as (i) “estimation” on
the analytical calculation, (ii) “measurement” on the field measurement, and (iii) “innovative
procedures”. The result is reported below (Figure 5).
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According to these first results, a second scientometric analysis was conducted on the
clusters “estimation” and “measurement” that have a huge amount of the literature. Queries
and number of publications are reported below (Table 2).

Similarly to the first query, the publications found considering TITLE-ABS-KEY were
not focused on the U-value or R-value assessment of building elements, while the ones
found using only keywords (KEY) referred exactly to the research topic. In this case also,
the number of publications was high using OR instead of AND, with many publications out
of the research scope. According to this literature retrieval and selection, 13 publications
have been extracted as data from the Scopus database for the query “thermal transmittance
assessment of building*” AND “estimation”. In this case also, the publications were deeper
analyzed by the science mapping technique to cluster authors and the co-occurrence
network of keywords. First, 60 authors were found. The co-authorship network adopting a
minimum of two documents per author individuated four authors, with one author with
three publications (M. Casals) and three authors with two publications (M. Gangollels, K.
Gaspar, and M. Gorgolewsky) (Figure 6).

The co-occurrence network of keywords showed a total of 827 terms and 40 co-
occurrences. Three clusters of research were individuated (filtering with a minimum
occurrence of three times): (i) “building elements” on geometrical and thermal features of the
building envelope; (ii) “numerical calculation” on the analytical calculation of the thermal
performance of building elements; and (iii) “calculation procedure” on the techniques for
calculating these performances. The result is reported below (Figure 7).

According to this literature retrieval and selection, 94 publications have been extracted
as data from the Scopus database for the query “thermal transmittance assessment of building*”
AND “measurement”. In this case also, the publications were deeper analyzed by the science
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mapping technique to cluster authors and the co-occurrence network of keywords. First,
268 authors were found. The co-authorship network adopting a minimum of 2 documents
per author individuated 33 authors, with 12 authors with 3 publications (M. Casals, M. Gan-
gollels, K. Gaspar, M. Goncalves, D. Marin, D. Bienvenido-Huertas, F. Peron, C.A. Elwell,
V. Gori, P. Biddulph, M. Domazetovic, and H. Krstic), and 33 authors with 2 publications
(Figure 8).

Table 2. Queries used and number of publications obtained for topics “estimation” and “measurement”
(source: authors’ elaboration, 16 March 2023).

Query Number of Publications

Thermal transmittance estimation of the building envelope

KEY: “building” * AND “U-value” * OR “R-value” * OR TITLE-ABS-KEY: “estimation” * 15,182

KEY: “building” * AND “U-value” * OR “R-value” * OR TITLE-ABS-KEY: “estimation” * OR “wall” * OR
“thermal performance” * 62,071

KEY: “building” * AND “U-value” * OR “R-value” * AND “estimation” * 13

Thermal transmittance measurement of the building envelope

KEY 2: “building” * AND “U-value” OR “R-value” *
OR TITLE-ABS-KEY 1: “measurement” * 32,248

KEY 2: “building” * AND “U-value” * OR “R-value” * OR TITLE-ABS-KEY: “measurement” * OR “wall”
* OR “thermal performance” * 60,770

KEY 2: “building” * AND “U-value” * OR “R-value” * AND “measurement” * 94

TITLE-ABS-KEY = title, abstract, keywords; KEY = keywords; * = singular and plural; � = selected query.
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data).

The co-occurrence network of keywords showed a total of 2315 terms and 209 co-
occurrences. Five clusters of research were individuated (filtering with a minimum oc-
currence of three times): (i) “heat flux meter measurement”; (ii) “simple hot box method”;
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(iii) “thermometric method”; (iv) “quantitative infrared thermography”; and (v) “comparison”.
The result is reported below (Figure 9).
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4. U-Value Assessment

According to the bibliometric analysis, the methodologies for the U-value assessment
of the building envelope can be divided into four main groups (Figure 10):

• Estimation realized without a measuring campaign. This group includes the analogy
with coeval buildings and the theoretical method.

• Measurement or test realized with a measuring campaign, whether ruled by stan-
dard (e.g., HFM measurements and QIRT) or not, such as the simple hot box and
thermometric methods.

• Innovative procedures that have been recently proposed in the literature, which require
measurement and are quite a combination between HFM and QIRT. These are the
representative points method and weighted area method.

• The future perspective of all the previous, which basically rest on the use of AI and
the use of data, such as random forest, artificial neural network (ANN), and so on.

The first two groups are commonly employed, whilst the innovative procedures have
been recently proposed in the literature, and the future perspectives represent the outbreak
to come.

The accuracy of these approaches is related to reliable data availability, measurement
procedures, and instrumentations. The literature experiences often propose different
remarks on these approaches, depending on the feature of investigated buildings, device
set-up, or measurement procedure. It is worth noting that some of these approaches are
already regulated by technical standards adopted worldwide, while others do not have
specific regulations yet. In the following sections, a synthesis of the different approaches
is reported.
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4.1. Group 1: Estimation

This group refers to those methods devoid of measurements. Pertaining to this
category are the following methods:

• Analogy with coeval buildings (Section 4.1.1).
• Theoretical method (Section 4.1.2).

The methods, however, require knowledge of wall features. Particularly, the first
requires knowledge of the construction age (generally retrievable also from municipalities’
building plans) and the recurring building type and materials used for a building of the
same age. The second requires precise knowledge of the building layer typology, thickness,
and conductivity, which are generally listed in the building project. Unfortunately, a
disadvantage is that for some buildings (especially ancient ones) such plans are missing.
Hence, to proceed without a measuring campaign, the only way is to identify a similar
building, aged the same and possibly located nearby (to hypothesize that they are made of
the same materials) and to assume that the thermal transmittance of the reference building
is equal to the object of analysis.

4.1.1. Analogy with Coeval Buildings

This approach is applied mainly to existing buildings, especially when detailed in-
formation on building features and materials are missing. In these cases, the U-values of
existing masonries are retrieved by referring to other well-known buildings with similar
age, function, shape, thermal characteristic, and masonry texture [11,12]. This method
is quick and cheap, but several factors may affect the reliability and the affordability of
the results. The main problems refer to (i) incorrect information on the construction pe-
riod [13,14], (ii) special characteristics of the building that are neglected by the analogy
with coeval buildings [15], (iii) different wall texture and thickness [13–20], (iv) moisture
contents or damage that affects the thermal performance [19,20], and (vi) the presence
of refurbishment [13,15–17,19,20]. The difficulties related to the accurate identification
of the thermal properties of existing masonries affect the total heat transfer through the
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element, producing U-values not adherent to the real behavior of the investigated build-
ing. In general, it results as an overestimation of the energy consumption of the whole
building [13–20].

To obtain correct results, consolidated databases are needed. Positive elements are
related to the applicability to the building stock analysis and energy policies. A winning
experience in Europe was the TABULA Project [21], performed from 2009 to 2012 with the
support of the Intelligent Energy Europe program of the European Union. Here, building
typologies of 13 countries were characterized, grouping them by typical wall assemblies,
sizes, ages, and further parameters to define a common procedure for comparing the
energy performance of exemplary buildings. The tool developed in this framework [22]
provides, amongst other data, the typical U-values of typical building elements in a given
construction period. TABULA’s follow-up is the EPISCOPE Project [23], launched in 2013
and still co-funded by the Intelligent Energy Europe program of the European Union. This
continues and expands the outcomes of the previous one by conducting the elaboration
of building stock models to assess the rates and status of refurbishment by implementing
policy instruments. It would be interesting to use for energy purposes building databases
that were born for other scopes. For instance, in the Italian experience, after some de-
stroying events like earthquakes, a detailed survey of each building in each municipality
involved in the seismic area is carried out to evaluate the entity and economic damage
of each structure [24]. In this way, a huge amount of data has been collected, even geo-
graphical information system (GIS) references, whose primary scope could be the seismic
risk assessment or the formulation of damage scenarios or prevention models. The same
survey, which considers the building typology on such level (house number), could be
of help to determine, at the same level, the building features and envelope typologies
and transmittances. For instance, the CARTIS database is devoted to unreinforced and
reinforced concrete residential buildings in more than 400 municipalities in Italy [25], and
available data (beyond those for seismic purpose) are [26] masonry type, number of stories,
construction periods, ring beams/tie rods, slab types, presence of mixed structures, roof
materials, overall percentage of openings, average floor area, and so on. The interaction
between multiple databases, or the database availability, could help in the identification of
typical thermal transmittances even at the local level, such as minor centers.

The characteristics of this technique are reported below (Table 3).

Table 3. Characteristics of analogy with coeval building (source: authors’ elaboration).

Features Characteristic

Opaque building envelope Retrievable by projects

Transparent building envelope
Retrievable by projects or defined by product datasheets

Element not considered by databases

Building age

Retrievable by projects, which unfortunately could be missing

Retrievable from past and current zoning plans and by the
local building permission

U-value retrieval

Country databases can be used (when available and when
freely accessible)

Multiple databases could interoperate to have a detailed
depiction even of small urban contests

Time is mainly spent for the database retrieval

Moisture content and damages are not considered

Quite cheap and quick

Applicability Walls, roofs, intermediate floors, ground-coupled surfaces
such as basement walls and slab-on-grade floors, windows
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4.1.2. Theoretical Method

This approach is ruled by International Standard ISO 6946 [4], and it allows the
retrieval of the notional U-value (U). It starts from the assumption that each element of the
assembly impedes the heat transfer as if it was a resistance in an electrical network crossed
by the current. Adjacent layers behave as a series of resistances. Hence, the ith layer wall
layer is assumed as a R-value (R), whose value (for thermally homogeneous layers) equals
the ratio between the layer thickness (s) and its thermal conductivity (λ-value or λ) [(m
K)/W], retrievable by means of executive design projects or technical reports:

Ri =
si
λi

(1)

The wall assembly, indeed, offers a total thermal resistance given by the sum of the
individual resistances, whose reciprocal is the thermal conductance (C-value, or C).

To calculate the thermal transmittance, the R-value of the internal Rs,in and external
Rs,out surfaces of the walls must be added in series in the electrical network. Their values
are the reciprocal of the convective heat transfer coefficient (h) [W/(m2 K)] on both sides of
the component:

U =
1

Rtot
=

1
Rs,out + ∑n

i=1
si
λi
+ Rs,in

(2)

The standard is applicable also to elements with thermally inhomogeneous layers
using a simplified method. Under the rules of International Standard ISO 6946 [4], it
is possible to evaluate the h-value. In Annex A, the way of calculating the h-value for
plane surfaces and for components with non-planar surfaces (like pillars) is detailed.
The h-value is calculated by using a simple equation that involves the radiative and
convective coefficients. For the evaluation of the radiative coefficient, knowledge of the
hemispherical ε of the surface, the mean thermodynamic temperature of surface (Ts) [K],
and its surroundings is needed. Several values are given for the external convective heat
transfer coefficient (he) ((m2·K)/W), according to heat flow direction (upward, horizontal,
or downward); in the case of an external surface, a correlation involving the wind speed
(υ) [m/s] adjacent to the surface is provided. In Annex B, the equations for the R-value
calculation of airspace, both ventilated and unventilated, are given. Annex C provides
the calculation procedure of the U-value of component with tapered layers (such as a
pitched roof), while in Annex D, corrections to the U-value are given to consider the
effect of air voids, mechanical fasteners, and inverted roofs. This approach is quick and
cheap but requires a proper knowledge of material thicknesses and thermal properties to
obtain reliable results. For this reason, the thermo-physical characterization of existing
masonries is worthy of continuous research efforts. Several studies have been published
so far with the aim of proposing (i) data defined by the design projects [16,19,20], (ii) low
destructive techniques (LDT) for thermal performance characterization (i.e., coring or
endoscope) [19,20], (iii) multidisciplinary approaches based on different non-destructive
techniques (NDT) to reduce the deviation between calculated and measured U-value [16,19],
(iv) adjusted algorithms for the masonries’ thermal modeling [27], and (v) methods for
accounting for the influence of moisture on the thermal performance [28]. In these cases,
the assessment of the λ-value refers to standard values or databases (e.g., the Italian
standard UNI 10351 [29] provided the λ-value, µ, and cp of the construction materials).
The characteristics of this technique are reported below (Table 4). The uncertainty related
to this method can be evaluated with the uncertainty propagation law. In the work by
Ficco et al. [30], the uncertainty on the nominal U-value is evaluated by considering, for
each wall layer, a rectangular distribution of the thermal conductivity value between the
minimum and maximum values given by the standard. When sampling or an endoscope
are used, the authors [30] employ once again the uncertainty propagation law, considering
a relative uncertainty on thermal conductivity values of 3%.
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Table 4. Characteristics of the theoretical method (source: authors’ elaboration).

Features Characteristic

Opaque building element

Building structure is retrievable by projects

U-value can be identified by mini-destructive techniques,
such as endoscope or coring

U-value of the materials are listed by the standards, but they
might not correspond to the real ones

Transparent building envelope

Easy calculation for glazing due to the transparency of the
element

Difficult calculation for windows’ frames due to the structure
of the element

Thermal performances of the materials are listed by standards,
but they might not correspond to the real ones

U-value retrieval Quite simple calculation

Applicability Walls, roofs, intermediate floors, ground coupled surfaces
such as basement walls and slab-on-grade floors, windows

4.2. Group 2: Measurement

This cluster includes those techniques that require a measuring campaign. This implies,
on one hand, that the final value is derived directly on the building object of investigation,
avoiding the uncertainties of a hypothesis linked to the building age or layer thickness or
material degradation. On the other hand, it entails (i) higher costs for equipment purchase,
(ii) longer times, since a measurement campaign might require time, (iii) the possibility
of measuring campaign repetition caused by, for instance, boundary condition variability
or equipment misfunctioning, (iv) metrological errors, and (v) the need for data analysis.
Pertaining to this category are the following methods:

• Heat flow meter measurement (Section 4.2.1).
• Simple hot box method (Section 4.2.2).
• Thermometric method (Section 4.2.3).
• Quantitative infrared thermography (Section 4.2.4).

4.2.1. Heat Flow Meter Measurement

HFM measurement is a non-destructive test (NDT) for quantifying directly in situ the
R- and U-values by monitoring heat flux rate q through a building element and the indoor
and outdoor environmental temperatures Tin and Tout:

U =
∑n

i=1 qi

∑n
i=1(Tin,i − Tout,i)

(3)

The HFM apparatus is composed of [31] (i) a thermally resistive HFM plate, (ii) mini-
mum of two surface temperature probes applied on each side of the element under test,
(iii) ambient temperature probes (generally, alternative to the surface temperature probes),
and (iv) facing sheets to provide protection (eventually). This apparatus measures the heat
flows through the walls and the internal and external surface temperature (Ts) (K) and/or
air temperature (Ta) (K).

The international standard ISO 9869 [31] defined the procedure for measuring the
U-value of “plane building components”, consisting mainly of opaque layers perpendicular
to the heat flow without significant lateral heat flow. Additionally, this procedure can
be applied to quasi-homogeneous layers perpendicular to the heat flow, without thermal
bridges and with small inhomogeneities. Its characteristics are reported below (Table 5).
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Table 5. Characteristics of the HFM apparatus (source: authors’ elaboration).

Features Characteristic

HFM plate

Shape and dimension to be chosen according to the structure
of the element [19,20]

Low R-value for minimizing the perturbation caused by the
instrument [31]

High sensitivity for giving sufficiently large signal for the
lowest heat flow rates measured [31]

Same colors and emissivity as the building substrate [31]

Ts sensors Thermocouples and flat resistance thermometers with an
accuracy better than + 2% [31]

Ta sensors Thermocouples with an accuracy better than + 2% [13]

Thermal conducting paste λ value similar to the one of the HFM plate [14,16,19,20]

Tape λ value similar to the one of the HFM plate [14,18]

The homogeneity of the building element should be investigated by IRT (in accordance
with [32]), to place the HFM in a representative part of the whole element without the
influence of thermal singularities, heat losses, relative humidity, and decay [31,33–35].
Obviously, the IRT survey should be free of all visual interferences (e.g., furnishings,
curtains, wall hangings, and so on). Furthermore, the apparatus must be protected from
potential sources of error, such as [31] (i) a not-perfect adherence to the building element,
(ii) direct exposure to environmental conditions, (iii) the direct influence of heating, cooling,
or fan devices, (iv) other potential thermal sources (i.e., radiators, computers, and lamps),
or (vi) cracks and damaged masonries. The criteria for selecting the location of the HFM
apparatus are reported below (Table 6).

Table 6. Location of the HFM apparatus (source: authors’ elaboration).

Features Characteristic

HFM plate

Mounting adjacent to the more stable temperature to avoid the effect of
boundary conditions
Use of a thermal conducting paste to the back for ensuring the direct
thermal contact with the surface of element [14,15,28,31,36]
Use of low-tack masking tape for reducing the heat flux perturbation
generated by the HFM itself [14,28,36,37]
Use of a guard ring realized with similar thermal properties and
thickness mounted around the HFM to reduce the thermal exchange [31]

Ts sensors

Mounting adjacent to the more stable temperature to avoid the effect of
boundary conditions
Use of artificial screening and ventilated for protecting from the
variations of the climatic parameters (i.e., sun radiation, υ, and outdoor
temperature) [31]

Ta sensors Needed only for measurement control and validation

HFM apparatus

Location on north orientation for minimizing the influence of climatic
parameters (i.e., sun radiation, υ, and outdoor temperature) [14,37]
Location in a central part of the north-facing walls (about half-way
between window and corner, floor and ceiling) for minimizing the
influence of vertical stratifications of temperature, heat sources, and
thermal bridges [14,30,37]
Location away of sources of heat, such as radiators, fan coils, and lamps,
for minimizing the potential influence of heat sources and users on the
inner surface [30]

Applicability Walls, roofs, windows
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The data shall be recorded continuously or at fixed intervals over a monitoring period
(n) of complete days [31]. The duration of the test of depends on several factors [31] related
to (i) the feature and nature of the building element (e.g., light or heavy structure, presence
of internal or external insulation), (ii) the fluctuations and average of Ts and Ta (e.g., before
and during measurement), and (iii) the method used for data analysis.

Different approaches to data can be used, such as the Bayesian approach proposed
in [38].

The test may be stopped when the results after three subsequent nights do not differ
by more than ±5%. For heavier elements [31], the analysis shall be carried out over a period
that is an integer multiple of 24 h and shall be ended when (i) the test duration exceeds
72 h, (ii) the final R-value does not deviate by more than ±5% from the value obtained 24 h
before, (iii) there is a deviation less than 5% between the R-values obtained in the first and
in the last period, and (iv) the change in heat stored in the wall is more than 5% of the heat
passing through the wall over the test period. A synthesis of the monitoring periods is
reported below (Table 7).

Table 7. Monitoring period for HFM measurement (source: authors’ elaboration).

Type Duration

Standard period

Integer multiple of 24 h and at least consecutive 72 h (3 days) [31]

It can be reduced reaching stable temperatures on both sides of the
element [31,39]

Heavy building
elements or thick walls

Integer multiple of 24 h and at least a consecutive 72 h (3 days) [31]

7–30 days to consider the effects of the thermal storage effects related
to the thermal inertia of the wall [16–20,30,33–35,40–43]

Light building
elements*

Integer multiple of 24 h and at least a consecutive 72 h (3 days) [31]

Data should be acquired only during night to avoid the impact of
solar radiation [14]

Windows Integer multiple of 24 h and at least a consecutive 72 h (3 days) [31]
* = with a specific heat capacity per unit area of less than 20 kJ/m’-K.

Two data analysis criteria can be used [31]: (i) the average method and (ii) the dynamic
method. The first method requires long monitoring periods because it assumes that the
R- or U-values are obtained by dividing the mean density of heat flow rate by the mean
temperature difference (∆Ts for the R-value or ∆Ta for the U-value) [31]. This value is
close to the real conditions when (i) the heat content of the element is the same at the
beginning and the end of the measurement, and (ii) the HFM is not protected from direct
solar radiation; the C-value is constant during the test [31]. The dynamic method uses
the heat equation to obtain the steady-state properties of a building element when there
are large Ta and heat flow rate variations. The test duration is shorter than the average
method for medium and heavy elements, especially when high Ta variation occurs. The
data must be reordered at fixed time intervals determined by the method used for data
analysis. Typical recording intervals are from 0.5 h to 1 h for the average method and less
for the dynamic method [15,40].

The accuracy of the measurement depends on [31] (i) calibration of the HFM devices
(error about 5% with instruments calibrated every two years or more frequently), (ii) ac-
curacy of the data logging system, (iii) random variations caused by the thermal contact
between the sensors and the surface (variation of 5% with carefully installed instruments),
(iv) operational errors that are due to modifications of the isotherms caused by the presence
of the HFM devices (error about 2–3% with corrections based on finite-element analysis),
(v) differences between air and radiant temperatures, and (vi) Ta and heat flow variations
within the space. Particularly, the last problem can be reduced to 10% by reducing the Ta
variations [31]. Errors are increased by large temperature fluctuations, heavy elements,
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short durations of the test, presence of solar radiation or strong thermal influences, and
not-estimated operational errors [31]. The results are better with air temperature differ-
ences (∆Ta) (K) higher than 10 K. Heat flow inversion, low ∆Ta, or low heat flow generate
unacceptable uncertainties [16,35]. Similarly, moisture might decrease the U-value of the
building element [28,30,36]. Thus, it must be determined precisely with gravimetric tests,
monitoring, or IRT surveys [20,28]. Additionally, the filtering of the data during the periods
with larger ∆Ta (up to 20%) improves the accuracy of the test [20,29,41–43].

4.2.2. Simple Hot Box Method

Laboratory tests overcome the problems caused by boundary conditions, but they
require specific facilities, equipment, and skills and high costs. The small hot box (SHB)
reproduces, in small scale, the hot box apparatus, which is a device capable of maintaining,
at the boundaries of a specimen wall, stable and controlled conditions. The small hot box
with two tiny chambers (one for the cold and the other for the hot environment) has been
used also to assess wall hygrothermal performances [44].

A variation of the small hot box is the simple hot box, which uses only the hot chamber
in adherence to the investigated wall, for the determination in situ of the U-value by means
of HFM. Hence, its acronym is SHB-HFM. Therefore, the wall under examination faces on
one side the ambient air temperature and on the other side a small chamber that can be
heated up with an electric resistance. In [45], the authors find a relative difference with
the design value of about 6% when the most unfavorable in situ conditions occurred. An
extension of the previous work, published in 2017, [46] assessed the influence of the small
hot box dimension on the inside temperature distribution, showing the income of parallel
isotherm where it is advisable to locate probes, since it corresponds to a one-dimension
(1D) heat transfer zone. Besides heat transfer capability, larger hot boxes suffer from
increased weight and increase inconveniences in the structure for its support of the wall.
Moreover, the bigger the chamber, the higher the possibility of including, in the chamber
itself, thermal bridges. According to the authors, minimum box dimension (for the specific
wall) depends on (i) wall thickness, whose increase determine the increase in the minimum
box dimension to ensure the presence of a 1D heat transfer zone, (ii) wall equivalent thermal
conductivity, whose increase corresponds to a decrease in thermal resistance and, therefore,
in the heat dissipation zone increasing, causing an increase in minimum box dimension,
and (iii) temperature difference on the two sides of the wall, although the authors proved
that, for the investigated wall, a temperature gradient over 20 ◦C does not influence the
minimum dimension. Finally, the minimum dimension can be obtained by a multi-factor
coupling regression formula. In [47], the SHB-HFM was used on a historical building in
Portugal, namely the “tabique” wall. In this case, two heat flux meters and temperature
probes were placed in correspondence, on the two sides of the wall, through which a
minimum temperature gradient of 20 ◦C between indoor and SHB was established. The
work also provides the numerical model of the entire setup.

Given the fact that this equipment can be used even in summer, it is important that the
following requirements are met: (i) the SHB (which, in this case, is placed outside) avoids
thermal bridging; thus, its position should be varied and, as a consequence, its support
structure; (ii) thermocouples are placed on the wall, in correspondence to the central zone
of the chamber to avoid side effects; and (iii) temperature probes should be mounted far
from the box sides and symmetrically with respect to the heat flux plate. The characteristics
of the apparatus are summarized below (Table 8).

4.2.3. Thermometric Method

This method is also known as the temperature-based method (TBM) or air–surface
temperature ratio (ASTR) method [6]. It starts from the equivalence between the heat
flow from the indoor to the outdoor (which is proportional to the U-value and to the air
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temperature difference), and the heat that flows from the indoor toward the inner side of
the wall via convection, as per Equation (4):

Q = U(Tin − Tout) = hin(Tin − Ts, in) (4)

where hin is the convective coefficient and Ts is the inner surface temperature. Therefore, the
law describing the method is a modification of (Equation (3)) by calculating the heat flux q
as the convective heat flow occurring in the inner surface and is expressed by Equation (5):

U =
hin(Tin − Ts, in)

(Tin − Tout)
(5)

Table 8. Characteristics of the simple hot box method (source: authors’ elaboration).

Features Characteristic

Size

Depends on wall thickness, wall equivalent thermal conductivity, and
temperature difference on the two sides of the wall

Minimum dimension can be obtained by a multi-factor coupling
regression formula

Probes number Mounted on the two sides

Boundary conditions
Stable values and settled by the user

The apparatus can be used in summer

Location

Positioning might be complex

Box is mounted on a support structure, which needs to rest on the
ground

Walls of buildings not on the ground floor or without balconies are
not investigable with this technique

Error Difference between TBM and HFM ranging from 2–13%, or even
higher if compared to the theoretical U-value [48,49]

Applicability Walls

The main difference with the HFM is the way the heat flux q is evaluated: in HFM,
it is physically measured with the flux plate, whilst in the THM, it is evaluated using
the convection law. The convective heat transfer coefficient is gained by ISO 6946 [4], so
it is a fixed value, although improvements in this sense are needed to identify the best
value [50]. In fact, when performing in situ tests, the real convection could differ from this
estimation. Therefore, the convective heat transfer coefficient is a key parameter for such a
method [6,50,51], as well as for HFM and QIRT.

The literature [52] suggests having stable conditions while measuring to ensure as
much as possible the temperature stability. Moreover, a good thermal gradient between
inside and outside (at least 15 ◦C) is preferred. In the work [53], the TBM was employed to
a double brick-layered wall, internally insulated, but the aim of the work was to employ
the temperature measurement for enhancing building simulations. In [54], such measure-
ment has been conducted to the north-facing wall to avoid incident solar radiation. In a
recent work [48], a modular, scalable, and wireless device for this kind of measurement is
conceived, employed, and tested with good results. The device can manage tens or hun-
dreds of indoor and outdoor modules for temperature probes, and it also allows real-time
data processing. This work specified that the best probes’ locations should be identified
with a preliminary thermographic inspection and that stable conditions are needed; hence,
measurement duration is strictly necessary according to the deviation that the operator
establishes. A great innovation, in this sense, is the possibility of automatically and dynam-
ically adjusting test duration according to the conditions in each case. Moreover, in this
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work, measurements were taken also in summertime, overcoming an issue that HFM has.
A deeper study from Bienvenido-Huertas et al. [52] also investigated the feasibility of this
method during seasons other than winter, specifically in summer and autumn, concluding
that a minimum of 5 ◦C gradient is vital for reliable measurements that, in general, should
be performed in winter. Differences between TBM and HFM were found lower than 2%
in [48], between 0.28 and 5% in [49], and in the order of 6–13% in [52], proving, in general,
the reliability of this method, which was also tested in [53,54]; however, higher differences
(in the order of 40–44%) were found in [55] by comparing with the notional U-value. A
disadvantage of this method, in common with HFM, is that measurement is performed in
single points; hence, to have the U-value of different portions of the same wall, measure-
ments must be repeated. This has been overcome by QIRT, which allows the sketching
of an entire wall by shooting its thermal map. The characteristics of the apparatus are
summarized below (Table 9).

Table 9. Characteristics of the thermometric method (source: authors’ elaboration).

Features Characteristic

Ts sensor
Are the only measurement devices needed

At least 1 sensor

Ta sensor At least 2 sensors

Probes number

At least 3 probes

Possibility of scaling when homemade systems are developed

Preliminary IRT inspection is advisable

Test duration

Few hours [48,49]

Possibility of automatically and dynamically adjust test duration
according to the conditions [48]

Error Difference between TBM and HFM ranging between 2–13%, or
even higher if compared to the theoretical U-value [48,49]

Applicability Walls

An approach similar to TBM, which considers the effect of convection, is that proposed
by Jankovic et al. [56] and named the natural convection and radiation method (NCaR),
which is basically referrable to the following equation:

U =
εσ ∑j

(
T4

i − T4
s,in

)
j
+ C ∑j(Ti − Ts,in )n+1

j

∑j
(
Ti − Tout

)
j

(6)

where ε is emissivity, σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, j is the individual measurement,
and C and n are constants, known by the literature. In this work [56], thermal imaging was
used to measure wall emissivity, even though, according to the authors’ statement, this
step could be avoided by employing standardized emissivity. Moreover, in the work, eight
correlations for the convective heat transfer coefficient were employed, and results were
compared to those from HFM, showing the lower deviation when the ASHRAE correlation
was used.

4.2.4. Quantitative Infrared Thermography

This method consists of applying infrared thermography to retrieve quantitative infor-
mation on the investigated element [57], whilst in the previous methods, when employed, it
was for qualitative purposes, i.e., to identify the best probes’ locations. Being a noninvasive
and nondestructive method, this approach is gaining more and more attraction, to the
point that standard ISO 9869-2:2018 [31] has been released «( . . . ) to measure the thermal
transmittance (U-value) of a frame structure dwelling with light thermal mass, typically with a
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daily thermal capacity calculated according to ISO 13786 below 30 kJ/(m2 K)». However, the
method is still under study, so there is no univocal equation for the U-value determina-
tion. Indeed, different approaches have been proposed in the literature, also according to
the investigated side of the building and to the convective heat transfer coefficient to be
employed. Some authors perform QIRT from inside the building [58–64], and one of the
employed correlations is:

U =
εσ
(

T4
re f − T4

s,in

)
+

0.825+ 0.387Ra
1
6[

1+( 0.492
Pr )

9
16
] 8

27



2

λair

L (Tin − Ts,in)

(Tin − Tout)
(7)

where T ref is the reflected temperature, Ra and Pr are Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers.,
respectively, and L is the wall height.

In other works, QIRT is employed from the outside [65–72], and one of the employed
correlations, which also takes into account air speed v, is:

U =
εσ
(
T4

s,out − T4
out
)
+ 3.8054 v (Ts,out − Tout)

(Tin − Tout)
(8)

Inside QIRT requires access to the building, with a low interference with the occupant’s
routine, but stable conditions for acquisitions are guaranteed, providing a controlled
environment and, thus, good results. Outside QIRT allows the shooting of both small
and large portions of buildings, but acquisition suffers for unstable conditions caused, for
instance, by humidity and, most of all, wind gusts. This, however, has been an interesting
investigating point for both inside and outside QIRT. These methods are employed under
the hypothesis of steady-state flux, although the research interest is also in those techniques
based on transient heat transfer, as in [73], where two thick walls were employed for tests,
which demonstrates the reliability of the approach.

Accurate results require the avoidance of direct solar irradiance on the investigated
surface, as well as the framing of objects that would interfere with the acquisition (trees or
lampposts for the outside QIRT, furniture or curtains for the inside QIRT) or direct exposure
to heating or cooling devices. Moreover, a good temperature gradient (10 ◦C) between
inside and outside should be preferred; in this sense, the effort of scientists is to identify a
formulation that could be employed with a low temperature difference. Such suggestions
are confirmed by ISO 9869-2:2018, which also accounts for other limitations, such as the
measurement period, which should be during night, and the difficulties of employment
for low U-value walls. Measurement duration should consider the thermal mass of the
building element. Indeed, lightweight walls can be inspected.

Parameters that affect the IRT quantitative measurement are emissivity, solar radiation,
and wind [74]. The latter opens one of the main research questions on this method: how
to properly account for the convective contribution. In this sense, some papers have been
proposed: correlations using an external convective heat transfer coefficient and depending
on wind speed and on dimensionless numbers were compared in [75], where 20 clusters
were created and compared based on results from four tests on three different walls.
Although it was difficult to assess a sort of ranking amongst the correlations, important
conclusions were drawn, especially considering the convective or radiative contribution
given. A similar work, based on outdoor QIRT, aimed at comparing 57 correlations with
respect to the wind speed and, then, when a reduced wind speed was considered (between
0 m/s and 0.4 m/s) to match the conditions that occurred while performing measurement
on a specimen wall. Results showed that suitability depends on wind class and on the
equation used for the U-value calculus.
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When internal convective heat transfer coefficients were employed [75], eight clusters
were retrieved (analysis considered 25 equations based on temperature difference and
20 based on dimensionless numbers), and once again the radiative and convective contribu-
tions were assessed. Results showed that coefficients depending on dimensionless numbers
are more suitable for internal QIRT. It is worth recalling that QIRT is being employed
even for thermal bridges measurement, for instance in [76–82] and for windows’ U-value
assessment [7,83–85]. The characteristics of the apparatus are summarized below (Table 10).

Table 10. Characteristics of the QIRT method (source: authors’ elaboration).

Features Characteristic

IR-camera Low-quality IT cameras are not suitable for quantitative measurement

T sensors Temperatures can be metered only with the IR camera, although for the
ease of the use, T probes are used

Location Avoid framing interfering objects (e.g., threes, lightings, furniture, etc.)

Convection Key aspect to be considered

Boundary conditions

Avoid solar radiation

Avoid windy days

Avoid wet or humid building elements

4.3. Group 3: Innovative Procedures

The following methods are based on both infrared thermography and heat flux mea-
surement. Hence, they are a merger of QIRT and HFM. Such methods are named the
representative points method (RPM) and the weighted area method (WAM). They were
employed in the work by Atsonios et al. [86] on a lightweight steel-framed (LSF) wall with
vertical metal studs, and the overall U-value considers the linear thermal bridges induced
by the studs themselves but discards the point thermal bridges because of fasteners and
screws. The work also validates these approaches with numerical simulations based on
COMSOL Multiphysics® against the theoretical value according to ISO 10211 of a cold
frame and of a hybrid frame lightweight wall, obtaining a relative error in the order of
2% for both approaches. Finally, to assess the reliability of the methods, regardless of the
wall, a parametric analysis regarding the properties of the wall has been carried out by
simulating more than 1000 cases obtained by varying (i) materials’ thermal conductivity,
(ii) stud thickness, and (iii) the convection heat transfer coefficient. For the RPM, the error
on the overall U-value can be considered negligible for both wall typologies, whilst, for the
WAM method, it is lower than 2% and 5% for the cold and hybrid LSF, respectively.

4.3.1. Representative Points Method (RPM)

This method assumes that there must be, in a wall with thermal anomalies like studs,
points (called representative points) through which the amount of heat flux equals the heat
flow through the whole wall. The IR images are here used for determining the spacing
between studs and to calculate the temperature profile, and representative points are
those where the average temperature over the width of the heat flux sensor intersects the
temperature profile. Assuming then that heat flux plate is centered on the representative
points and temperature probes in its correspondence, their measurements are integrated
over the width of the flux plate.

The thermal transmittance of each i-th representative value can be calculated by HFM,
following the same rules (Equation (9)), whilst the overall thermal transmittance is their
average U-value (Equation (10)):

Ui,repr =
∑j
(
q̂HFM,j

)
∑j
(
Tin,j − Tout,j

) (9)
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Uoverall =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

Ui,repr (10)

By repeating this approach on different portions of the wall, it is advisable to gather
at least three Uoverall, whose average value can be considered as the final U-value if the
coefficient of variation of the single Uoverall is lower than 10%. The work also shows the
dependency of the determination of the representative points on the convective heat transfer
coefficient. Based on the results, the internal heat transfer coefficient affects more than the
external heat transfer coefficient, for both the wall typologies investigated (cold frame and
hybrid lightweight steel framed). Moreover, the percentage error on the Uoverall caused by
the variation of the convective coefficient is lower for the hybrid wall with respect to the
cold wall. As an example, the absolute variation of convective coefficient (whether internal
or external) of the order of 2 W/m2 K causes an error in the final U-value in the order of 4%.
Finally, relative error is higher when the variation of the convective coefficient (whether
internal or external) is negative with respect to a positive variation.

4.3.2. Weighted Area Method (WAM)

This method requires the application of two heat flux plates: one on the undisturbed
wall and the other on the stud, each one with the correspondent temperature probes for
internal and external surface temperature. The U-value was found in correspondence to the
stud and to the current wall by using Equation (9). The IR images are used for determining
the temperature profile. To this point, the length of the influenced area can be calculated
by intersecting the temperature profile with a critical temperature, which considers the
temperature on the undisturbed area, the average temperature, and the minimum average
temperature over the width of the heat flux sensor placed on the stud. Hence, this graphical
intersection between the critical temperature and the temperature profile defines the lstud.
With d being the distance between two consecutive studs, the overall thermal transmittance
is calculated as per Equation (11):

Uoverall =
lstud

d
Ustud +

(
1 − lstud

d

)
Uclearwhere

lstud
d

= fstud (11)

Once again, it is suggested by the authors to gather at least three Uoverall, whose
average value can be considered as the final U-value if the coefficient of variation of the
single Uoverall is lower than 10%.

The study [86] also investigated the effect of convection, showing that the internal con-
vective heat transfer coefficient affects the fstud, whilst the external heat transfer coefficient
does not. Moreover, convection affects the fstud of the cold wall more than of the hybrid.
Even in this case, the relative error against the convective coefficient variation has been
studied, showing that error is lower than 4% even for variation on the convective coefficient
of up to 4 W/m2 K and a negligible sensibility to positive or negative convective coefficient
variation. The method has also been investigated considering the width of the flux plate:
for a width between a few millimeters and 200 mm, relative error ranges between 0% and
4% for the hybrid LSF, with a V-shaped trend; relative error ranges between 1% and 8% for
the cold LSF, with an increasing trend of circa 0.5%/cm.

4.4. Group 4: Future Perspectives

The increasing employment of AI is conquering even the building sector, especially
for what concerns energy modeling and energy performance [87] and also the thermal
assessment, such as the transmittance of wooden windows [88] or basement walls [89], or
even thermal comfort [90]. Even in the field of building envelope thermal performance, AI
uses data from the measurement methods described before. Indeed, the methods analyzed
up to now refer to the data collection, whilst the future perspectives are given by the data
prediction. However, to be able to predict values requires, as first instance, to analyze
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measured data. Hence, experimental data feed the networks that are, in this sense, trained
to recognize or foresee the future behavior, or value, or trend of the feeding parameters (or
their operation as well).

An ANN consists of a set of weighting coefficients, biases, and activation functions
that process input variables to obtain output variables, which should be as close as possible
to the target value. The ANN architecture consists of different layers: generally, an input
layer, one or more hidden layers (which process the input), and the output layer. ANN
models that have one output are named regression models, whilst those with more outputs
are classification models. Input variables are linked to “neurons”, which are in hidden
layers, through functions that elaborate on each input through its weighting coefficient,
add a bias, and process with an activation function. The latter can be a nonlinear function
(like sigmoid or tanh), which establishes how much information passes from a hidden layer
to the following, till reaching the output layer neuron. The ANN implementation includes
three phases: training, validation, and testing. During the training and validation processes,
the output is compared to the target value, and the error is used to correct the weighting
matrix. Then, the testing is used to verify the potential generalization of the network. In
2020, the work by Gumbarević et al. [91] aimed at predicting the heat flux via multilayer
percepton (MLP). Two input variables were given (indoor and outdoor air temperature)
and three hidden layers (neurons). The dataset was made of 510 pieces of data, and three
prediction models were run by using for the training, respectively, 128 (of the 510 data), 255,
and 340 pieces of data, and the remaining for the validation. The work, beyond opening
to the employment of such methods for the U-value assessment, states that better results
were obtained by using half of the data for the testing and half of the data for validating
the model.

In a later work [92], a similar approach was used by employing four ANN architectures
with (i) 3 neurons in the hidden layer, (ii) 100 LSTM (long-short term memory) cells in the
hidden layer, (iii) 100 GRU (gated recurrent units) cells in the hidden layer, and (iv) 50 LSTM
and 50 GRU cells, respectively, in the first and second hidden layers. Once again, training
was performed using one-quarter, one-half, and two-thirds of the entire dataset. Maximum
difference was achieved with the multilayer perceptron with three neurons using one-
quarter of the data for training; the minimum difference was achieved with 100 GRU and
half of the data for training. As a general remark, according to the authors, MLP behaves
better when the dataset is small. However, the GRU and LSTM (which belong to the class
of recurrent neural network (RNN)) ensure stability and reliability with the long-lasting
measurements with HFM. In [93], a multilayer perceptron was used to obtain results of
ISO 9869-1 (with and without storage effects) by measuring the surface temperatures,
avoiding measuring the heat flux, so by using the thermometric method. Several prediction
models were used by working on a huge amount of the representative dataset: more than
22,800 simulated tests on typical walls of the Spanish building stock. MLP architecture with
one, two, and three hidden layers was studied. It is worth noting that the input variables of
such approaches were only temperatures, building construction period, wall thickness, and
measurement duration. The two latter have less influence on the models than the others,
whilst the building period causes average errors up to 0.83 W/m2 K. Results confirm the
possibility of retrieving the thermal transmittance without measuring the heat flux by
combining results from ISO 9869; moreover, refinements are possible by using, for the
internal heat transfer coefficient, the theoretical values.

Another work authored by Bienvenido-Huertas et al. [94] aimed at using an ANN on
the results from the thermometric method to take into account of both the wall storage effect
and some conductivity correction factors for the provincial capitals in Spain (depending
on the temperature and moisture correction factors). In this case, 69 tests were used (three
for model validations, the others for training), and two MLP were used: one having eight
input layers, amongst which were the temperatures, the other having seven input layers
with the temperature differences. The two were tested from 4 to 15 nodes in the hidden
layer. Better results were retrieved with 14 hidden nodes and 8 input layers. Moreover, the
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models showed that valid results can be reached even with measuring campaigns shorter
than the recommendations from researchers. Finally, with the MLP there is no need for data
post-processing; thus, calculation times are reduced. Finally, in the work by Sadhukhan
et al. [95], machine learning is used to process surface temperatures from thermal images to
obtain the U-value, proposing a workflow based on three blocks (layers). The first layer is
the database layer, where thermal images (even from aerial imagery and already processed
as said before) are stored, and that also includes building energy consumption data, raw
and annotated datasets, modes, and so on.

The second layer is the pre-processing and automation layer, needed for removing
background or unwanted objects (such as trees, ground, and sky) and for enhancing the
object detection (walls, windows, and doors). The third layer is the evaluation layer. The
user request is sent to the database layer: if the request is a model to be trained, then
the task refers to a Supervisely platform, which records the model weight and logs. This
platform is web based, and it allows the organization of the data collected during the
annotation, training, and testing phases, the latter carried out with few interactions. If
the request is a model to be tested, it uses the automation layer, and model metrics like
mean average precision (mAP) and mean intersection over union (mIoU) are evaluated and
then uploaded on the Supervisely platform. Variables like wall and air temperatures, wind
speed, and weather data are retrieved from other databases, as well as object coordinates.
The final (cumulative) U-value is then obtained by averaging the U-values obtained by
three different formulas. Results show that this approach can assess the U-value of multiple
building elements, such as walls, doors, and windows, by also using the thermal images
from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Once again, direct solar irradiance compromises
the results: it is advisable to avoid such a condition. Given the complexity of this approach,
the authors are open to future development, such as automating the pre-processing phase,
correlating images over the seasons, and in comparison to the energy consumption, a pixel-
by-pixel detection of hotspots, a gradual switch to a fully automatic data-capturing process.
The methods based on AI require datasets from measurements or surveys. The greater the
dataset, the more reliable the prevision. However, network characteristics (number of input
layer, hidden layer, and percentage of training over testing data) influence the results.

5. Discussion

Over the years, and following technological improvements, several methods have
been developed and others are under study for U-value assessment. A rough distinction
between them can be the presence or absence of measurement. A distinction must be
observed for the ANN methods, which rely on the previous. Some of the techniques are
ruled on by international standards (theoretical method and HFM); others (such as QIRT)
have recently been ruled on with some restrictions. Nevertheless, this topic is still under
the attention of researchers to the point that new methods, such as RPM and WAM, have
been proposed for merging with others (HFM and QIRT). What is clear, however, is the
strict dependency of one to the other. Such linking is summarized in Figure 11.

Indeed, the theoretical method requires the knowledge of the wall stratigraphy, and in
case some information is missing (like a layer thickness), it can rely on the analogy with a
coeval building. The theoretical method provides values for the convective heat transfer
coefficient needed, in absence of dedicated measurement, for the HFM, the QIRT, the simple
hot box, and the thermometric method. The simple hot box method basically employs the
HFM by maintaining controlled conditions over the outer surface. The HFM placement,
indeed, can be supported by infrared thermography (even if in the qualitative approach).
Finally, RPM and WAM require, per definition, the HFM and infrared thermography.
Preliminary thermographic inspection (qualitative approach) is advised for probes located
in HFM, TBM, RPM, and WAM.
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6. Conclusions

This work aims at widening the previous reviews on the U-value assessment of the
building envelope, including the bibliometric and scientometric analysis, and describes the
most recent applications, proposals, and outlooks in this field.

Results show the need for proper research keywords, failing which can lead to the
discarding of useful papers within the topics, due to the paper database interrogation.
According to the bibliometric analysis, indeed given the interrogations on a common
literature database, this topic has been studied since 1981, with a significant increase since
2009, reaching almost 50 published documents in both 2021 and 2022. This number of
papers was analyzed according to scientometric analysis to help in the identification of
the research topics within the field, and to design a rational literature review. From this
analysis, it emerged that, when keywords are pertinent but not specific, papers can escape
from the research background. This is what happened for the innovative techniques for
the U-value assessment of the building envelope. The scientometric analysis, moreover,
allowed the clustering of the techniques into three groups: estimation, measurement, and
innovative techniques. For each group, a detailed and critical discussion is reported.

Some key findings can be highlighted for each technique:

• Estimation techniques (which include analogy with coeval building and the theoretical
method) are well-assessed and -used, as they allow a quick evaluation of the U-value.
They provide ranges of variability of the U-value, not a specific value. Uncertainties are
due to missing or incomplete or hypothesized data, such as building period, building
features, layer thickness, and material characteristics.

• Analogy with coeval building is less accurate, but it is sufficient for quick assessments,
for instance for obtaining in a glance the order of magnitude of the energy transmission
of the building isle, similarly aged.

• Importance of complete databases for collecting and sharing data from different build-
ing typologies, ranging for age and region. Some winning experiences are milestones
for this approach (e.g., TABULA), but even other databases realized at national or local
scale, or even for other purposes (e.g., CARTIS), can provide useful information.
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• Importance of sharing data among databases. For instance, databases built for pur-
poses other than energy efficiency (like seismic analysis or post-seismic scenarios) can
provide capillary information at local scale, entailing even field surveys.

• The theoretical method requires a detailed knowledge of the wall stratigraphy, made
possible, for instance, by coring, endoscope, or using air duct holes. Where it is not
possible to have such detailed information, it is possible to refer to typical data, so
referring to the analogy with coeval buildings.

• Measurement methods (which include the heat flux meter measurement, simple hot
box, quantitative infrared thermography, and thermometric method) suffer for typical
uncertainties, such as operative conditions (that might differ from the ideal ones or
from those prescribed by standards), equipment misfunctioning, data cleaning, or
subjective interpretation from the worker.

• Heat flux meter (HFM) measurement is well-known and assessed: the standard
provides rules and recommendations, and the literature is enlarging the possibilities
of this method. It is a long-lasting technique, especially for heavy walls, and duration
can be also compromised by boundary environmental condition. However, HFM data
already gathered from both researchers and practitioners can be included in databases,
where data can be also georeferenced; it is even better if they are made open-access.

• The thermometric method is still not ruled by an international standard, and it is quite
simple to use as it requires only to measure one quantity: the temperature. Hence,
the heat flux is not directly measured, like the HFM. Some researchers have proved
that measurement duration can be reduced to a few hours when particular boundary
conditions are met. Moreover, some self-made equipment opens the possibility of
scaling up the number of measurement points, with restrained cost (besides those for
engineering).

• The simple hot box (SHB) method avoids the strict dependency of the HFM to bound-
ary conditions, but this is realized by using a device (the box), whose positioning
might be complex. In fact, the box is mounted on a support structure that needs to rest
on the ground. Hence, walls of buildings not on the ground floor or without balconies
are not investigable with this technique.

• The quantitative infrared thermography (QIRT) technique is now ruled by a standard,
but it still represents an open research field (indoor/outdoor QIRT, convective co-
efficient correlation, lasting, etc.). If some boundary conditions are met, it allows a
rapid evaluation of several buildings. Unfortunately, the needed equipment (the IR
camera) is expensive for accurate measurement, although it can be used for several
other purposes and investigations.

• The representative points method (RPM) and weighted area method (WAM) are
similar for the approach, as they are based on IRT for accurate temperature profile
definition but perform the measurement via HFM. In this sense, these two techniques
merge QIRT and HFM. They have been successfully employed on lightweight walls,
providing low error (0–8%).

• Artificial intelligence (AI) and artificial neural networks (ANNs) require a good knowl-
edge of AI potentials and a dataset retrieved by in situ measurement. In this sense, this
approach needs further development and a data source. The literature on the application
of AI for U-value assessment is still scarce, so it can be a good investigation field.

Furthermore, some common points can be highlighted considering the interaction
among the different approaches and the contribution of AI in the U-value assessment of
building elements, as follows:

• Approaches are linked, and the U-value assessment can include more than one method
per time.

• Convection is a key point for all the measurement techniques. The convective coeffi-
cient is a key point for all the techniques (except for SHB-HFM, which reproduces at
small-scale laboratory conditions). Its theoretical value might be different from the
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one occurring in situ. The research activities, for all the listed measurement methods,
are devoted to find proper or better correlations and, hence, the coefficient to be used.

• Test duration can vary, also considering the wall thermal inertia.
• Test duration can be reduced, if data collected during short-term campaigns are good

enough for the feed and artificial neural network.
• Approaches with artificial intelligence are still not so common. They require good

datasets and trials on models’ designs, in terms of input layer, number of hidden
layers and neurons, percentage of data to be employed for model training and testing,
and so on.

• An integrated approach using AI and thermal imagery has been proposed. This
method, however, requires also collecting annotations on the building and on the
thermal images.

• Attempts for automatic thermal images processes can be undertaken (the literature
from other fields, such as material testing, will be of help), also, to reduce the process-
ing time.

Future work could be devoted to a deep analysis and application of AI to the other
measurements of the U-value to widen the knowledge of the possibilities in this field,
as well as to the study of the thermal performance of roofs coupled with drones and
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV).
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Nomenclature

U-value or U Thermal transmittance (W/(m2 K))
R-value or R Thermal resistance (W/(m2 K))
HFM Heat flux meter
QIRT Quantitative infrared thermography
IRT Infrared Thermography
SHB Small hot box
RPM Representative points method
WAM Weighted area method
AI Artificial intelligence
ANN Artificial neural network
RNN Recurrent neural network
TITLE-ABS-KEY Title, abstract, keywords
KEY Keywords
LDT Low-destructive technique
NDT Non-destructive technique
TBM Temperature-based method
ASTR Air–surface temperature ratio
RPM Representative points method
WAM Weighted area method
LSTM Long-short term memory
GRU Gated recurrent units
mAP Mean average precision
mIoU Mean intersection over union
UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle
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s Layer thickness (m)
λ or λ-value Thermal conductivity ((mK)/W)
q Heat flux (W/m2)
Tin Indoor air temperature (K)
Tout Outdoor air temperature (K)
Tref Reflected temperature (K)
Ts Surface temperature (K)
Ta Generic air temperature (K)
∆Ts Surface temperature difference (K)
∆Ta Air temperature difference
σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant (W/(m2 K4))
hin Indoor convective heat transfer coefficient (W/(m2 K))
ε emissivity
Ra Rayleigh number
Pr Prandtl number
L Wall height (m)
v Air speed (m/s)
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